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The book Afro Beautiful is designed to be the
companion of every person who wants to reconnect with
and deepen their understanding of natural Afro hair and
explore its unique nature. It is an informational book
that looks to lost knowledge about Afro hair and builds
in relevant new information.
For several generations people of African ancestry have
not paid attention to their obvious traditional heritage to
get lessons for the care of Afro hair. Yet there are
important bits of knowledge transmitted through
continuing traditions that have been handed down
through generations. Instead people across the continent
have followed a path led by international commercial
ideals and tastes.
It is not a deliberate lack of knowledge. The history of
Africa’s people has been one of dislocation and
disruption. Forced displacements, slavery, colonisation, the imposition of new borders
and structures of government along with an education system that draws from non-Afro
cultures that have all discounted African knowledge and education.The result has been
that African peoples across the world have become separated from essential knowledge
about themselves, and specifically, information that relates to the care of natural African
hair. It has not helped that Afro style has generally been frowned on as too bold and free.
This is true of in almost every environment classified as conservative including banks
and financial institutions, government offices, courts and the legal system, health
facilities, schools and educational institutions, large multinational corporations and senior
management of many, many organisations. Most of these institutions still silently frown
on natural Afro hair suggesting that it is somehow inappropriate and not suited to places
where important transactions are carried out. And yet a natural Afro is just that - it is
natural. It is how Afro hair comes out of our scalp and an expression of Afro culture. So
this is in effect the final frontier for Afro style and nothing defines that style in the way
that hair does.
The process of rebuilding the knowledge has seen some revival in a silent movement to
learn through experimentation and sharing knowledge. The book Afro Beautiful hopes to

build on what knowledge is available and add important views to the process in the hope
of contributing to renewed appreciation for Afro hair and its acceptance in all the spaces
of modern life and in every part of the world.
In publishing this e-book we hope that one result will be widespread reconnection with
the beauty of natural Afro hair style. If this book helps the Afro beautiful to find space
and acceptance in more places around the world it will have accomplished its goal.

Do you want to download or read a book? - In today's competitive environment, there are
innumerable institutions that offer business degree programs in India. This great number
puzzles so many students during college selection. Among thousands of B-Schools, there
are only (a few) hundred colleges that offer quality education and industry-oriented
business programs. These top management colleges form and shape a great foundation of
the career and future of their students, while there are many so called MBA colleges that
only believe in broadcasting two-page advertisements in Sunday newspapers to misguide
students and their parents.Studying in reputable business schools would help students
achieve their future goals. Unlike the smooth and quick admission procedure of
unrecognized colleges, the Best business schools in India have unique and difficult
selection process. The following snippets of the article showcase the admission process,
and a few ideas to prepare for the entrance examination -Admission Criteria -Educational
EligibilityTo get into a graduate degree program, a student should have cleared his 10+2,
intermediate, or senior secondary final examination. And for postgraduate programs, they
should be a graduate or equivalent degree holder.The article will now focus on
postgraduate degree programs.Entrance ExaminationsMany MBA colleges organize their
own entrance examinations, for instance: FMS Delhi and XLRI. However, they also
consider students with score cards of national level combined entrance examinations like
CAT, GATE, MAT, etc. To secure admission in best business schools in India, a student
has to attain high percentage in (any of) these examinations. These entrance tests are
aptitude tests that have questions from English, Mathematics and Reasoning. Group
Discussion & Personal InterviewAfter getting through the entrance test, a scholar has to
clean two more rounds, which are: Group Discussion and Personal Interview. GD falls
first. A group of students are given a topic, on which they have to put their point of
views; they have to discuss over a given topic, and impress the college management to
clear this round. In personal interview, students are asked questions related to their
educational background and future goals.After judging the performance of candidates in
these three rounds, the top B-schools release the list of students whom they have selected
for the MBA or postgraduate program.Preparing for Selection -It takes at least some
efforts from students to take admission in best colleges. Students are advised to study
systematically. Solving unsolved and previous years' question papers are a great help. To
hone, your English language and Group Discussion skills, it would be prudent to read
newspapers and weekly magazines. Watching debates on television news channels will
also help you prepare for GD and interview, while, mathematics and reasoning can be
easily mastered by regular practice. - Read a book or download
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Afro Beautiful: Ten Secrets Of Great Natural Hair pdf kaufen? - Getting Rid Of Hidden
Fat In Your Diet * Steam, poach, bake or broil instead of frying. * Read product labels
carefully. Some foods labeled "low cholesterol" may still contain high levels of saturated
fat. Products that list "hydrogenated" or "partly hydrogenated" oils are not as good as
foods without any hydrogenated oils. (Hydrogenation is a process that changes the
structure of the fat for example, it allows vegetable oils to take on a hardened form as
margarine and also renders the oil less healthy for consumption.) * If you choose to use
margarine, select products with the greatest amount of non hydrogenated fat according to
the label. The rule here is the softer the margarine stays in your refrigerator, the less
saturated fat it contains. * Make soups or stocks in advance, refrigerate and then skim off
hardened fat. * In recipes, substitute low-fat yogurt for sour cream, nonfat or 1 percent
for whole milk, and fat-reduced products for regular cottage and hard cheeses. If a recipe
calls for half a cup of saturated fat, such as butter, substitute vegetable oil. For every cup
of solid fat, use about three quarters of a cup of liquid fat. (This method works well for
cakes, cookies and muffins, and once you get used to an oilier-feeling dough, it can also
be used in making pastry and pie crusts.)Some Ideas For Cutting Down On FatCutting
down on the amount of fat in your diet doesn't have to be difficult or interfere with your
enjoyment of food. Here are some common situations and suggestions from a registered
dietitian on how to make healthier food choices.Meeting your friend at the doughnut shop
* Your usual menu, a doughnut or muffin, coffee with cream. * A better menu, a with
jam or butter on the side, coffee with low-fat milk.Lunch at the chicken restaurant * Your
usual menu, salad with dressing, half chicken dinner (including skin) with french fries,
roll and butter, pie and ice cream, coffee and cream. * A better menu, salad with dressing
on the side, quarter chicken dinner (skinless) with baked potato and sour cream or yogurt
(on the side), roll dipped in sauce, pie or ice cream, coffee with low fat milk. The idea is
to choose the lower fat items more often a bagel has much less fat than either a doughnut
or a muffin, and a skinless quarter chicken has less fat than a half chicken with skin. You
can still indulge in higher fat items, such as butter, salad dressing and sour cream, but ask
for them "on the side," so you can control how much you use. You'll find that a touch of
butter or sour cream is often enough to make food taste good. Many people don't want to

give up dessert, so try splitting dessert with your companion or have a sweet treat every
second time you go out instead of every time. Most restaurants will be happy to substitute
1 or 2 percent milk for cream.Vitamin SupplementsBefore you decide to take a
multivitamin or individual vitamin in supplement form, should be aware of certain
drawbacks risks. * Vitamin supplements are expensive. If they really necessary for your
health, why the money on something else? * Some research suggests that vita consumed
in the diet are absorbed by the than vitamins taken in form. * In high doses vitamins no
longer act as nutrients but become toxic. it's easiest over dose on vita such as A, D, E and
are stored in body fat, you can also take too much of the vitamins, for example, too
vitamin C can cause diarrhea and risk of developing kidney stones.Is It Ever A Good Idea
To Take Supplements? * If you have a chronically poor appetite due to health or other
problems, a daily multivitamin may be useful. * If you take ASA (acetylsalicylic acid, or
aspirin) for arthritis or to prevent blood clots, this can interfere with vitamin absorption.
Speak to your doctor or dietitian about whether taking a supplement is appropriate for
you. * If you smoke, your body may need extra vitamin C. * If you often use medications
such as antibiotics or laxatives, this can interfere with the normal absorption of vitamins
and minerals. Again, speak to your doctor. * If you do take vitamin supplements, never
exceed the daily dose recommended by your doctor or dietitian. -Download quickly,
without registration

